GIRL – MOTHER OF NATION
Our ancestors paid great attention to their daughter. The idea of raising a girl in the Kazakh
nation is as follows: "When the girl grows, the land is beautiful, the land is beautiful, the earth is
full of flowers", "Look at the mother, look at her mother, look at her mother's luggage", "Forbid
the forty houses of the girl", " There are many wise sayings and wise words. The main purpose is
to bring up a mother, a good man, a kind and tender girl, a dear parent, a noble mother.
In the modern era, Western influences are spread through the Internet, through the media. We all
know that this information is not helpful. Against backdrop of Kazakh education and tradition,
backward education has become a habit. Today, it seems as if the Kazakh girls who wear torn,
shorts and cigarettes in public places or in the streets, who have been smoking in their mouths,
alcohol, and drowning in their mouths, have become part of the society. And who can guarantee
that a child born of a girl who smells of tobacco smoke and bitter water will be healthy? All the
bad things we do not have in our hands are tied up a bit and devour our nest.
From the very beginning, our Kazakh have kept the dignity of the girl. In fact, the goal of a girl
is to expand her happiness and to continue her offspring. However, the value of the girls in the
process of life is different, and national psychology is changing. Some girls have the goal of
earning money, pursuing a career, a good car hire, a comfortable home, and other girls who are
accustomed to a light-hearted life, selling their body fragmentation. When you see this, how
much more so does your heart feel ill?
In addition, the Kazakh girls become pregnant at an early age and still flood their destiny. Many
adolescents who have suffered from an early age look for ways to get rid of a child who has just
finished her belly. At the same time, they go into various maneuvers, which ultimately lead to
disability, inferior pregnancy, and to the public health problems of the nation. At the same time,
what happened in the south of the country is irritating. Taxi, wardrobe is like a parent, a vase?
The irresponsible behavior of those teenage girls is one of the most pressing problems facing
society.
On November 30, 2017 at the Department of Biophysics and Biomedicine of the Faculty of
Biology and Biotechnology the curator-adviser Mautenbayev AA The group led by the
undergraduate 6M011300 biology specialty "Mother of a Girl" organized an open-minded
educational hour and discussed these issues among the girls. During the open hours of education,
girls were divided into groups and made "the image of the Kazakh girl", Berdykul Bekzhan
danced on the dombra and made small performances.
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